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$220

EL 351

LIFETRONS ROSE GOLD STEREO SPEAKERS
Pure luxury... Swiss-designed, award-winning rechargeable speaker set compatible
with PC, MAC, iPhone, iPad, iPod, BlackBerry and most other mobile devices.
Features: stunningly powerful bass with an incredible stereo effect. Nine hours of
music playback time. Rose gold-plated. Exclusive case and cables included.
One-year international warranty. Limited edition.

NEW!

Travel Exclusive!

$45

US

EL 304

LIFETRONS HIGH-TECH MULTI-STyLUS
WITH LASER POINTER
A high-tech multi-stylus that’s a stylus, ballpoint pen and laser pointer all in
one. High-quality metal casing, clip-on design and a patented conductive
fibre tip for use with your iPad or other touch-screens, without leaving
scratches. The ballpoint pen uses standard ink refills. Exclusive storage
pouch included. One-year international warranty.

US

$80

NEW!

EL 352

LIFETRONS HIGHPERFORMANCE
COMPACT POWER
CHARGER

TRAVEL

Swiss-designed, handy, compact charger

EXCLUSIVE!

(2 800 mAh) with luxurious metallic finish.
Four-level LED battery display. Compatible
with most iPod®, iPhone® (4s/4/3 GS),
iPad® and smartphone or mobile devices.
Compatible with iPhone 5/iPad mini using
the original iPhone® lightning to USB cable
(not included).Partially charged and ready
to use. Smart-charging and power-saving
technology applies. Includes connectors
for most mobile devices. One-year
international warranty.
Travel Exclusive!
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NEW!
US

$95

EL 360

KyUTECH UV-C STERILISER
A pocket UV steriliser that will eradicate germs on any surface in seconds. The special
UV-C light kills germs and bacteria without extra chemicals. Ideal for travelling or
at home. Suitable for all surfaces, including beds, pillows, keyboards, telephones,
washrooms and toilet facilities. The integrated eye protection circuit disconnects the
o
power supply to the UV-C lamp if tilted higher than 60 . Batteries included.
Note: Do not point the steriliser at yourself or others. UV-C light can be harmful
to the eyes.
Travel Exclusive!

NEW!
US

$110

EL 343

WORLDSIM INTERNET USB MODEM
Want to surf the web from abroad? Stay connected wherever you are with the
Internet USB stick from WorldSIM. The unlocked USB stick comes with the
award-winning WorldSIM prepaid SIM card ($10 credit included), giving you
data coverage in over 130 countries, starting from as little as $0,12/MB.
What’s more, it can also be used as a storage medium, thanks to the built-in
micro-SD slot. So whether you have Windows or MAC, plug in and play today
with WorldSIM.
Travel Exclusive!

US

$35

EL 353

ADVANCED POWER BIN 4 USB AC
INTERNATIONAL TRAVEL ADAPTOR
Four USB power ports allow you to charge up to four mobile devices
simultaneously through just one wall socket. No need for multiple
wall chargers and outlets. Four interchangeable AC plugs for the
USA, the UK, the AU, Europe, SA and South America.
Can be used in over 150 countries. AC plugs can
be changed in seconds simply by pressing the button for
unlocking the plug. Suitable for iPhones/smartphones/MP3/GPS
and laptops.
Travel Exclusive!
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$99

EL 361

TELEFUNKEN 4 SIM MOBILE PHONE
Four slots make this mobile the ultimate communicator. It’s like four mobiles in one –
with four different numbers on one phone to suit your every need. Features include:
• 2,2” QCIF LCD screen.
• Dual-band GSM 850/900/1 800/190 MHz.
• Flash memory support (up to 4 GB).

NEW!

• Camera: Dual 0,3 MP Top, 2 MP back.
• 4 SIM card.
• JAVA/FM Radio/MP3/MP4/Bluetooth.
• LED flashlight.
• 800 mAh battery.
• QWERTY keyboard.
Travel Exclusive!

US

TRAVEL

$140

EXCLUSIVE!

EL 298

WORLDSIM DUAL-SIM QUAD BAND PHONE TRAVEL GENIE
A dual-SIM, unlocked phone which can be used worldwide. What’s more, it comes with a world plug and
the award-winning WorldSIM card ($10 credit included). The SIM allows you to receive free calls in over 90
countries, make outbound calls from as little as $0,20/minute and send text messages from $0,19.

SAVE $5

$45

US

NEW!

Local Price $50
EL 357

THUMBS-UP DUAL SIM CASE FOR iPHONE 4
Use two SIM cards in one iPhone – just one click to switch cards*!
This ingenious case allows iPhone 4/4s users to have two SIMs (standard or micro)
installed simultaneously, making it the ideal tool for travelling or business. No need for
software installation, tools or jailbreaking! Simply activate the switch on the outer case to
change the SIM in use.
* It’s recommended that you power off your phone before switching to the other SIM.

Phone not included.
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US

NEW!

$299

EL 356

MINOX ACX 100 HD ACTION CAM
Adventure in full high definition… When it comes to outdoor
recreational activities or pure action, Minox provides an
unrestrained adrenaline rush. Long-lasting dynamics are guaranteed
with a 1 080p full HD resolution, a 135o wide-angle lens and up
to 32 GB of memory. Multi-functional mounting kit. Robust and
weather-resistant. Includes 4 GB SDHC card plus rechargeable and
replaceable battery. Dimensions: 110 x 35 mm, only 124 g.
Two-year warranty.
Travel Exclusive!

$99

US

EL 301

VIVITAR CV1225 DIGICAM
BINOCULARS
Two in one – a binocular with built-in camera and pop-up
screen… If you can see it, you can capture it for posterity.
8 MP camera and LCD screen. Ideal for the theatre,
concerts, bird-watching and sporting events. 12 x 25
magnification with reliable centre wheel focus design
dioptre adjustment for precise focusing. Camera takes up
to 160 images. includes: Shoulder strap, cleaning cloth,
USB connector cable, Vivitar Experience software disk and
digital guide.

TRAVEL
EXCLUSIVE!

$190

US

VIVITAR DVR1240 HD CAMCORDER

EL 326

Capture all your memorable moments in HD. Auto focus and intelligent scene
modes make your videos look like a pro’s. 12 MP, 2,7” screen, HD – 1 080P, 4 x
digital zoom, lithium battery, slim body and full touch-screen. One-touch upload
to YouTube and easy upload to social network sites.
Free gift: 4 GB card.

FREE GIFT
4 GB sD CARD
WoRTH $15
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TRAVEL
EXCLUSIVE!

$250

US

EL 276

SENNHEISER NOISECANCELLING HEADSET ON-EAR
A great-sounding travel companion. Take off and then lose
yourself completely – the PXC 270 ensures you experience
the most from your music when on the move. Improved
NoiseGard™ technology effectively reduces engine noise
and other ambient sound, so all that’s left is perfect sound
quality emanating from your headphones! Lightweight with
softly padded headband for comfort.
includes: Storage pouch, in-flight adaptor and AAA battery.

US

$80

EL 324

AKITA TRUESOUND
Stereo pocket speakers… stylish speakers, great for use
out- and indoors. Base units attach magnetically, making
them ultra-portable. Built-in “expandable resonant cavity”
technology helps enhance the bass and prevents distortion,
even at higher volumes. Rechargeable, high-capacity lithium
battery provides up to eight hours of music playback. Play
music from your phone – cable included.
One-year international warranty.
TRAVEL
EXCLUSIVE!

US

$155

EL 355

BANG & OLUFSEN
FORM 2 HEADPHONES

NEW!

Headphones that let you crank up the volume without
compromising sound quality or annoying the neighbours.
Dynamic drive units offer true, well-defined sound, so
you can shut out the world and submerge yourself in
pure listening pleasure. Good bass, a focused middle and
precise highs. Lightweight and easily adjusted for maximum
comfort. The semi-open configuration keeps you in touch
with the world around you.
Travel Exclusive!
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NEW!
US

$160

EL 354

AKITA SCANPEN
Scan high-resolution text and images and store them for
later retrieval, perform digital sound recordings within
a 6 m radius, give a presentation using the laser pointer
and make handwritten notes with this high-performance,
multi-functional pen that comes with a refillable ink
cartridge. Features a high-resolution laser scanner, 2 GB
flash memory, re-chargeable built-in lithium ion battery,
carry pouch and one-year international warranty.
Travel Exclusive!

$150

US

EL 275

AKITA HANDySCAN
The cordless, high-resolution colour
scanner that fits into the palm of your
hand. Ideal for scanning important
documents, business cards, receipts,
letters and magazines, allowing you to
retrieve them from your computer
when you need them. Scans A4+ (50” x
8,5”) in less than six seconds. Driver-free.
LCD display. External memory up to 16
GB. Features include: Colour or mono
scanning, travel pouch, USB cable and a

TRAVEL
EXCLUSIVE!

4 GB micro-SD card. Two AA batteries
included. The ideal solution for use in and
out of the office.

US

$99

EL 240

KULICAM CAMERA PEN
This is no ordinary ballpoint pen! Includes a mini-camera and
microphone. Takes photos and videos and its high-sensitivity
microphone records clearly within a 15 m2 radius. Use your
pencam as a USB, writing pen or voice recorder. Up to five
hours’ recording time. 4 GB storage capacity.
TRAVEL
EXCLUSIVE!
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$75

US
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NEW!

Local Price $124
WI 088

CROSS TECH3+ FROSTy PINK MULTI-FUNCTION PEN
Subtle on the outside, packed with functionality on the inside. Cross Tech3+ is the perfect multi-tasker
and ideal for working on a plane! With a simple, smooth twist, you can switch from black to red ballpoint,
or to 0,5 mm pencil. The addition of the smart stylus also allows you to navigate your touch-screen device
easily and fingermark-free. Lifetime mechanical guarantee.

SAVE $38
US

$65

NEW!

Local Price $103
WI 083

CROSS NILE CHROME BALLPEN AND PENCIL SET
The ultimate business accessory... Sleek, efficient and ready to work overtime. Well-appointed
in lustrous chrome, like a good suit, it does wonders for your image. Comes with a matching
ballpoint pen and pencil set. Lifetime mechanical guarantee.
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